Prosthesis management of residual-limb perspiration with subatmospheric vacuum pressure
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Abstract—For the ambulatory person with lower-limb amputation, insufficient management of perspiration can result in inadequate prosthesis adherence, reduced mobility, and discomfort. This study compared a dynamic air exchange (DAE) prosthesis designed to expel accumulated perspiration with a total surface bearing suction socket (Suction) that cannot. Five people with unilateral transtibial amputation participated in a randomized, crossover experiment. All subjects were given a 1 wk acclimation period to each study prosthesis while we measured their step activity levels. A rest-walk-rest protocol, including a 30 min treadmill walk at a self-selected speed while wearing thermally insulative garments, was then used to observe residual-limb skin temperatures and perspiration. Afterward, subject opinions about the prostheses were assessed with questionnaires. During the weeklong acclimation period, no statistical difference in step activity levels were detected between prostheses (p = 0.22), but this may have been due to self-reported behavioral modifications. During the rest-walk-rest protocol, no differences in skin temperatures were observed (p = 0.37). The DAE prosthesis accumulated 1.09 +/- 0.90 g and expelled 0.67 +/- 0.38 g of perspiration, while the Suction prosthesis accumulated 0.97 +/- 0.75 g. The questionnaire results suggest that participants were receptive to both prostheses. The DAE prosthesis was able to expel more than a third of the total perspiration, suggesting it may enable longer uninterrupted periods of perspiration-inducing activity.
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INTRODUCTION

People with lower-limb amputation often complain about uncomfortable residual-limb skin temperatures and the accumulation of perspiration within their prostheses [1–6]. Even short bouts of walking can cause substantial increases in residual-limb skin temperatures [7–8] and result in cumulative increases throughout the course of a typical day [9]. The physiological response to an increase in activity can include both vasodilation and sympathetic stimulation of the residual limb’s sweat glands [10]. A little moisture can actually increase the skin coefficient of friction [11–12], but if perspiration continues, a threshold is exceeded [13–14] where adherence of the prosthesis to the residual limb becomes insecure. Many people with amputation can sense the impending loss of adherence during vigorous activities and are able to stop, doff the prosthesis, wipe it and the limb dry, and then don it again. However, some circumstances may not afford such accommodations, or it may be socially undesirable to do so.

Abbreviations: DAE = dynamic air exchange, PEQ = Prosthesis Evaluation Questionnaire, VA = Department of Veterans Affairs.
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One approach to maintaining secure adherence under perspiration-inducing conditions is to keep skin temperatures below where perspiration begins. Webber and Davis incorporated a helical channel in the socket wall to cool the residual limb [15]. Ghoseiri et al. constructed a socket with a thermoelectric heat pump coupled to an aluminum heat-transfer structure integral with the socket wall [16]. Han et al. used heat pipes to concentrate heat flux to a compact heat sink where a fan could convect heat from the prosthesis to the surroundings [17]. Wernke et al. tested a liner with phase change material and found residual-limb skin temperatures to be lower at the end of an exercise bout and, for patients that perspired, that less accumulation occurred than with a liner without phase change materials [18].

An alternative approach is to expel perspiration from the prosthesis as it accumulates. This design transports perspiration by means of a miniature pump and solenoid airflow control system that can create a small pressure differential (vacuum or negative gauge pressure) between the proximal and distal regions of the donned prosthesis. This pressure differential, when carefully controlled, can be used to cause airflow (dynamic air exchange) between the prosthetic liner and the skin. This air flow can provide the means for expelling perspiration into an exterior reservoir and may also provide evaporative cooling of the residual limb.

To compare the performance of this novel prosthesis with a standard-of-care prosthesis (total surface bearing suction socket), we conducted a within-subject crossover experiment to measure differences in (1) activity levels, (2) residual-limb skin temperatures, (3) perspiration accumulation by both prostheses and expulsion by the novel prosthesis, and (4) subjective experiences.

METHODS

Moderately active people with unilateral transtibial amputation were recruited to participate in this institutional review board-approved study. Participants were between the age of 18 and 70 yr, wore their prosthesis at least 4 h/d, were at least 6 mo postamputation, were able to walk at a steady pace for at least 30 min on a treadmill, and did not have a dysvascular condition or diabetes. Participants were also able to detect the touch of a Semmes-Weinstein 5.07 monofilament (10 g force; CHS Services Inc; East Setauket, New York), used to make skin contact, bend, and depart the skin at each temperature sensor site and the proximal edge of the moisture-wicking sock with airflow seal that encircled the limb while wearing one of the study prostheses.

Two study prostheses were worn by each participant: a novel, dynamic air exchange (DAE) prosthesis and a standard-of-care (Suction) prosthesis. Both were fit by a certified prosthetist. The DAE prosthesis (Figure 1) included a custom moisture-wicking textile sock with a proximal elastomeric airflow seal (Figure 2); a modified-pin lock elastomeric liner (Figure 3); and a total contact socket with a custom-designed, battery-operated negative gauge pressure-generating device and associated components attached to the socket exterior. The DAE system uses a small pump (CTS Series, Parker Hannifin; Hollis, New Hampshire) in fluid communication with occlusion-preventing liner ports (four proximal, one distal) to obtain a small proximal-to-distal pressure differential (~10 kPa) across the residual limb for secure adherence. A solenoid valve (High Density Interface solenoid valve, The Lee Company; Westbrook, Connecticut), which can be opened on demand by the user, allowed air flow through the sock weave from proximal to distal, ventilating the subject’s skin. Depending on fit, the air flow may be up to 1.4 L/min. The pressure differential also enabled expulsion of perspiration accumulating at the distal end of the residual limb. The Suction prosthesis included an elastomeric liner, a total surface bearing suction socket with an expulsion valve, and an elastomeric sleeve. For both systems, a passive energy-storing prosthetic foot (LP Vari-Flex with EVO, Össur; Foothill Ranch, California) with aluminum pylon was attached to the socket. When needed, an additional wool or synthetic sock was worn exterior to the liner to improve socket fit.

Participants were randomly assigned to begin the study with either the DAE or Suction prosthesis, fit with a step activity monitor (StepWatch3, Orthocare Innovations; Mountlake Terrace, Washington) to measure their activity levels, and given a 1 wk acclimation period before they returned to the laboratory for a 2 h assessment. Subjects were then switched to the other study prosthesis, given a second 1 wk acclimation period, and again returned to the laboratory for a 2 h assessment.

During the laboratory assessment, subjects were asked to change into a polypropylene insulating layer (long-sleeved shirt and shorts), a polar fleece pull-over, a polar fleece cap, and knee length socks. All prosthetic components with potential to accumulate moisture were
weighed. Two small thermistors (model MA 100BF, Thermometrics; Edison, New Jersey), powered and sampled at 0.125 Hz with a portable data acquisition unit (SmartReader Plus 8, ACR Systems Inc; Surrey, Canada), were taped to the residual-limb skin over the medial and lateral borders of the gastrocnemius muscle. The paired thermistor wires were routed up the limb on the medial and lateral sides. The prosthesis was donned over the thermistors.

Each subject then rested while seated for 30 min, walked at self-selected speed on a treadmill (Bertec Instrumented Treadmill, Bertec Corporation; Columbus, Ohio) for 30 min, and then rested again while seated for 30 min. For the session with the DAE prosthesis, subjects were asked to activate the dynamic air exchange function at the beginning of the exercise bout and have it remain on until the completion of the second rest period. After the completion of the rest-walk-rest sequence, the subject’s prosthesis and the inside of the liner were wiped down with paper towels and weighed along with all components that could accumulate moisture. The change in residual-limb skin temperature, maximum minus minimum observed during each 30 min period (rest, walk, rest), was calculated for each sensor site for both study prostheses.

Subjective experiences were assessed with two questionnaires at the end of each laboratory assessment. The first questionnaire was the Prosthesis Evaluation Questionnaire (PEQ) [19]. This standardized, self-report instrument is specific to persons with lower-limb amputations and is used to evaluate prosthetic care with regard to prescription and prostheses-related quality of life. Three scales measuring ambulation, frustration, and residual-limb health were scored. The ambulation questions queried ability to walk in general, in close spaces, on stairs and ramps, in urban environments, and on slippery surfaces. Frustration was assessed by frequency of occurrence and rating. Residual-limb health questions examined sweat, smell, volume changes, rashes, ingrown hairs, and blisters. All three scales were scored so that
100 indicated the best outcome (i.e., most healthful, easiest to walk on, least frustrating). The questions were modified from the original, which uses a 1 mo period of experiences upon which to base subjective answers, to a 1 wk period of experiences.

The second questionnaire was a custom, self-report questionnaire consisting of five questions to assess the prostheses’ thermal and moisture management acceptability. The questions were scored from strongly disagree (0) to strongly agree (10) and included (1) “My residual limb gets too hot and sweaty when I am active in this socket system,” (2) “I find this socket system keeps my residual limb at a very comfortable temperature,” (3) “My prosthesis feels like it is sliding up and down or falling off when I am active,” (4) “I have been more active than normal as a result of this prosthesis,” and (5) “I have to stop and dry my residual limb when wearing this prosthesis.”

A paired $t$-test was used to determine whether differences in step activity levels were statistically significant ($p < 0.05$) between the DAE and Suction prostheses. A linear mixed model was used to assess whether differences in residual-limb skin temperatures were statistically significant ($p < 0.05$) by prosthesis and sensor site. Exact $p$-values are reported for each test. The analysis was conducted using SPSS version 19 (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York). Accumulation of perspiration, expulsion of perspiration (DAE prosthesis only), and subjective experiences were not statistically analyzed because of large expected variances.

**RESULTS**

The sample population of this study consisted of moderately active community ambulators who might benefit from improved perspiration management. Seven males with transtibial, unilateral amputation provided informed consent. Two subjects were withdrawn after providing informed consent but before completing any study procedures: one who became unreachable and one because of concerns about obesity and structural safety margins of the novel prosthesis. Four completed the protocol as planned, and one completed the protocol with a minor deviation. The subject who deviated experienced a weight gain and had fit issues half way through the protocol. This subject was fit with a larger prosthesis and then completed the remainder of the protocol. The five participants who completed the protocol were 44 ± 15 yr old (mean ± standard deviation), 14 ± 15 yr postamputation (3 traumatic etiology and 2 secondary to infection), with a height of 1.83 ± 0.05 m and a body mass of 89 ± 18 kg.

Observations of their activity levels over the 1 wk acclimation period found subjects were not significantly more active ($p = 0.22$) while wearing the Suction prosthesis (3,649 ± 2,411 prosthetic leg steps/d) than while wearing the DAE prosthesis (2,607 ± 2,308 prosthetic leg steps/d).

There were no differences in residual-limb skin temperature across study prosthesis ($p = 0.37$) or sensor site ($p = 0.68$) during the rest-walk-rest protocol while wearing
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**Figure 2.** Moisture-wicking sock shown with proximal elastomeric airflow seal.

**Figure 3.** Prosthetic liner with proximal and distal (through the hollow locking pin) air flow ports.
thermally insulative clothing. The residual-limb skin temperature generally stayed constant during the first 30 min rest period, increased (~3°C) during the 30 min walk at self-selected speed, and fell gradually (~1°C) during the final 30 min rest period (Table).

After the rest-walk-rest protocol when subjects were wearing thermally insulative clothing, our observations found that the DAE prosthesis accumulated 1.09 ± 0.90 g and expelled 0.67 ± 0.38 g perspiration, while the Suction prosthesis accumulated 0.97 ± 0.75 g. Neither limb lost adherence during the test, nor did any of the subjects stop walking because of adherence (or any other) concerns.

As measured by the PEQ, subjects opined that their residual limb was healthier while wearing the DAE (89 ± 15) than with the Suction (66 ± 30); it was easier to ambulate while wearing the DAE (76 ± 25) than with the Suction (65 ± 32), but wearing the DAE (49 ± 32) was more frustrating than the Suction (58 ± 40).

As measured by the custom questionnaire, subjects agreed (7.6 ± 1.8) that the Suction prosthesis got too hot and sweaty during activity but strongly disagreed (0.8 ± 1.0) when wearing the DAE prosthesis. Subjects slightly disagreed (4.0 ± 3.2) that the Suction prosthesis kept their residual limb at a very comfortable temperature, but they strongly agreed (8.8 ± 0.6) with the statement when wearing the DAE prosthesis. With regard to adherence, subjects somewhat disagreed that both the Suction prosthesis and the DAE prosthesis (3.0 ± 3.7 vs 3.0 ± 2.4, respectively) felt insecure during activity. Subjects slightly disagreed (3.7 ± 3.4) that they were more active than normal when wearing the Suction prosthesis, and slightly agreed (5.6 ± 2.1) that they were more active when wearing the DAE prosthesis. Finally, subjects agreed (6.4 ± 3.1) that they had to stop and dry their residual limb when wearing the DAE prosthesis, but strongly disagreed (0.8 ± 0.7) with that statement when wearing the DAE prosthesis.

### DISCUSSION

Accumulation of sweat inside the prosthetic socket of people with lower-limb amputation can lead to the prosthesis and liner sliding off or the users significantly reducing their activities so their prosthesis will stay on. The usual way to solve this problem is to simply doff the prosthesis, pour out the accumulated sweat, towel off the residual limb, and resume activity. The purpose of this study was to compare the performance of a novel prosthesis that can expel accumulating perspiration with a standard-of-care while participants performed a repeatable, laboratory-based protocol.

A limitation of this study was the small sample size (n = 5) of persons with transtibial amputation who were moderate community ambulators. Applying these results to the broader amputee population who have higher or lower mobility, different etiologies, or different amputation levels (e.g., transfemoral) should be done with caution.

The activity level of individuals while wearing the study prostheses was not statistically different, but this may be due to the large variation in activity levels. Importantly, the activity levels while wearing either prosthesis remained above the 1,100 to 1,450 prosthetic leg steps/d threshold for remaining a community ambulator [20–21], suggesting that either study prosthesis would enable individuals to live independently. Unsolicited posttest comments by the subjects provide some insight regarding the large variability in the observed differences. One subject had difficulty aligning the locking pin while donning the DAE prosthesis and bruised the distal end of his residual limb. His frustration and discomfort may account for the observation that his daily step count while wearing the Suction prosthesis was more than three times the amount when wearing the DAE prosthesis. Another subject was moving to a new residence while wearing the Suction prosthesis and injured himself (not study related), which may explain why his activity level was more than four times the amount while wearing the DAE prosthesis as opposed to the Suction prosthesis.
Another subject inquired about wearing the DAE prosthesis while running during the initial fitting. As we had not performed any standardized load tests (e.g., [22]), we asked the subject to only use the DAE prosthesis during low-impact athletic activities like walking and biking. Upon completion of the protocol, this subject admitted that he did not wear it to work because he worried it would not hold up to the rigors of his job, which may explain his very low activity level (<200 prosthetic steps/d) while wearing the DAE prosthesis in comparison to his activity level while wearing the Suction prosthesis (>4,000 prosthetic steps/d).

The DAE prosthesis had negligible effects on residual-limb skin temperatures when compared with the Suction prosthesis. Despite the air flow produced by the small differential pressure between the proximal and distal ports of the DAE prosthesis, it was insufficient to reduce local skin temperatures. However, it is possible that operation of the DAE system produced some convective cooling that countered additional heat sourced by local vasodilation of the gastrocnemius muscle. Such a scenario might result in a lower core temperature while the local skin temperature remained constant. Heat sourced by friction from residual-limb pistoning may have also countered any convective cooling by the DAE, but this scenario would likely have no effect on core temperature. Skin temperatures could also have been influenced by the thicknesses and materials of socks worn between the liner and the socket on both study prostheses. Subjects were free to don socks during acclimation and prior to testing to achieve a satisfactory fit. The socks for this study were fabricated following our clinical practice of between a 0- and 2-ply fit. While in situ sock thickness is difficult to measure, we suggest the sock thickness, if present, was thin.

The DAE prosthesis was able to expel perspiration while maintaining secure adherence during the rest-walk-rest protocol. Interestingly, the total amount of perspiration (accumulated plus expelled) while wearing the DAE was 80 percent more than the Suction prosthesis. If the approximately 0.66 g of perspiration expelled by the DAE had remained between the skin and liner, it is unknown whether that amount would have resulted in an insecure adherence. While a little moisture may increase the skin coefficient of friction [11–12], if sufficient perspiration accumulates to produce a thin film of moisture, the coefficient of friction can become greatly reduced. The time to loss of adherence under controlled conditions (e.g., activity intensity, environment temperature and humidity) would aid in defining perspiration thresholds for secure adherence.

The user experience was measured by the PEQ, modified such that subjects reported their experiences over a 1 wk rather than a 4 wk period. The shorter duration may have weakened its psychometric properties by making it more difficult to distinguish effects between the subject's current prosthetic prescription and the study prostheses. The results suggest less frustration while wearing the Suction prosthesis but better residual-limb health and ambulation while wearing the DAE prosthesis. Subjects consistently reported less sweat inside their prosthesis, and over half reported less odor while wearing the DAE prosthesis. Two subjects were particularly displeased with the amount of sweat and odor inside their Suction prosthesis. In general, subjects reported maintaining good skin health with both systems. Unfortunately, one subject bruised the distal end of his residual limb while donning the DAE prosthesis and another developed a quarter-sized blister while wearing the Suction prosthesis during each subject's acclimation week. One subject experienced an abrasion from a thermistor while testing his first study prosthesis (DAE) and subsequently reported low scores regarding skin health while wearing the Suction prosthesis. It is unclear whether those scores reflect the prior existence of the abrasion or not. The results regarding frustration with the system were highly variable (large standard deviations), but in general the subjects thought the Suction prosthesis was less frustrating than the DAE prosthesis. The most frustrated user of the DAE prosthesis was the first subject, who found it difficult to align the pin with the locking mechanism. The pin and lock housing were modified, and we notified the subsequent subjects to be mindful of alignment and to be patient when donning the socket. Ambulation scores were similar for all questions except the ability to walk up stairs, on the street or sidewalk, and on surfaces, in which subjects generally had more confidence in the DAE prosthesis than the Suction prosthesis. One subject noted that the bulk of the suspension sleeve worn over the Suction prosthesis made ascending stairs difficult because of a limited range of knee motion.

The user experience was also measured by a custom questionnaire. The results suggest that the subjects generally perceived the DAE as more effective at providing thermal comfort and managing moisture accumulation than the Suction prosthesis. The subjects felt their residual
limb was too hot and sweaty during activity while wearing the Suction compared with the DAE prosthesis, with over a six-point difference in scores. They also felt a greater need to stop and dry their residual limb while wearing the Suction than with the DAE, with a five-point difference in scores. This suggests the subjects perceived that the DAE prosthesis managed heat and moisture more effectively than the Suction prosthesis, a proposition supported by the subjects’ opinion by a difference of over four points that the DAE kept the residual limb at a very comfortable temperature. The perception of adherence was highly variable (large standard deviations), but on average scored moderately low for both study prostheses. Interestingly, subjects opined they were more active than normal while wearing the DAE than the Suction prosthesis. This opinion is in contrast to the step activity results, but their positive perception suggests that they found the DAE prosthesis to be able to provide desirable benefits with an acceptable burden. A limitation of the custom questionnaire was that it only explored a few of the many domains related to satisfaction with a prosthesis.

CONCLUSIONS

This study found that a novel prosthesis was able to expel accumulating perspiration when people with lower-limb amputation participated in a perspiration-inducing activity. In comparison with a standard-of-care prosthesis, the activity levels of the participants during a week-long acclimation period were the same regardless of which prosthesis was worn, though the lack of statistical difference may have been due to circumstances and behavioral modifications that emerged from the sample population (n = 5). Residual-limb skin temperatures were also the same over the duration of a rest-walk-rest protocol that included a 30 min treadmill walk at self-selected speed while wearing thermally insulative garments. While no subject lost adherence during the laboratory test (both study prostheses retained ~1 g of perspiration), the novel prosthesis expelled 38 percent of the total perspiration, suggesting it may improve adherence under more demanding conditions. Questionnaire results suggest the participants were receptive to both prostheses.
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